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• Offers support for all the TFT tables available for the FireMonkey
platform • Allows the developer to create new fields, remove them, edit
them, export data, export the recorded data in the.DFM format, sort the
data based on the field name, create a custom filter, import data, edit the
data and add/remove rows/columns • Will allow the developer to use this
component in their projects to populate standard and custom forms. • As
there is a database, this tool can be used to create a collection of records
of your own, as well as a collection of data. • It is possible to add blank
fields, other records and register it as a data provider • It is possible to

display the list of records to select one • Select a record from the list and
we can the new data between the original and the new. • The editor has
the ability to add rows or columns, or edit data based on the fields • The

component can be used in Android and iOS applications • The
component allows you to duplicate records, insert new rows and

add/remove columns • The component allows to remove records • The
component allows you to add field, remove the last field, edit it, save the
data or save it as a template • It can create a field to fill the data into • It
can import information from the clipboard • It can export the data to the
clipboard • You can delete or add rows and columns • You can filter the
information by the row or column • You can control the filtration of the
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data • It can load information of a record, you only need to press the
"Load" button • You can add a record to a particular data field • You can
register the data provider with the designer • It can erase the last item in
the list • It can use a dialog to select the records • It can use a panel to

select the records • It can export the data to a.txt file • It can export the
data to an Excel file • You can do this action to all records: every record,
the first, the last or only the selected record • You can register the data
provider for only one record • You can update the information of the

records • You can create the test database and fill it with the information
• You can save all the records in the database • You can export the data

to the clipboard •
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VirtualDAC was designed for integration with VCL code (with class
library support), Lazarus and FPC. It is cross platform in operation. The
tool can be utilized for development across many platforms, including

Windows, macOS, iOS, Android and Linux. Installation of VirtualDAC
is straightforward. Choose the preferred installation option (by using
Lazarus, Delphi, C++ Builder or FPC). VirtualDAC has an intuitive

(cribbed from tooltips) user interface. You can easily add and edit new
tables in a form as shown in Figure 1 below. Main Features: Simplified
interface, GDIPLUS support, VCL support, MessageBox API support,

Ability to create a blank table or add/edit existing table, Works with
32-bit and 64-bit versions of systems, Simple field editor (click the field

name to add/edit the field), Advanced field editor (bind two or more
fields/flds with a list type), On-screen keyboard for mobile devices, Data

can be displayed in both rows and columns, To create new records, or
display only a particular record, Data can be sorted and filtered based on
the field name or index, Data can be exported to a text or CSV file, Data

can be exported to a specific document, at run-time, Table can be
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renamed, Field can be renamed, Custom table properties, Supports multi-
project and multi-target development of applications, Supports tables

with sizes, Generate bulk data export Generate bulk data import
Generate bulk update Generate bulk insert Generate bulk delete

Generate bulk load of data to file Possibility to drop table and create
new one in the same form, Unlimited number of tables and fields can be
created, Ability to exclude the columns or rows from edit/insert/delete
operations, Ability to remove entire row, Ability to change the size of a

table to accommodate any data, Ability to change the orientation of data,
Ability to change the name of a table, Ability to edit table/field

properties, Ability to display character-based label, Ability to display
field label as text (not obscured by field's properties), Ability to display

text with specific style, Support for all types of data, including
numerical, string and character, Ability to save or load custom template

from/to file, Ability 91bb86ccfa
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VirtualDAC is designed to be a flexible element used by developers for
quickly creating Flexible DataSet-based (FireMonkey) interfaces with
complete flexibility and little or no programming knowledge required. It
is a high-level component with no limits - be it supporting your entire
application, or just a single dialog window. VirtualDAC is free, open-
source and very easy to use. It takes you about 30 minutes to master this
software, which can be used by any user. VirtualDAC is a cross-platform
tool, which provides you with a tool for cross-platform and cross-
language interfaces. It can be used on multiple operating systems such as
iOS, Android, Linux, macOS and Windows. With the ability to import
data from your own templates, the software can save you hours of time
when developing a Flexible DataSet-based (FireMonkey) interface. In
addition, VirtualDAC’s features will increase the quality of the interface.
You can combine data from several sources. The component allows you
to define multiple connections and will allow you to dynamically move
data among them. This software component does not require special
knowledge or skills; it is highly useful for anyone who wants to design
data-based interfaces. When creating interfaces, you can use a pre-
defined GUI editor, which allows you to add elements. As soon as you
are ready, you can save the interface in a DFM file, which you can then
use in the main form at run-time. Getting Started Getting Started with
VirtualDAC To get started with VirtualDAC, you need to register an
account, view a video tutorial and download the component. Creating an
Interface with VirtualDAC Creating an interface with VirtualDAC is
very easy and convenient. For this, you need to create a new FireMonkey
project, import the package for VirtualDAC, open the New Form wizard
and select the New: Flexible DataSet(FDST) type. By selecting this type,
the designer automatically opens VirtualDAC with a new form. The
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interface can be created with a very easy step-by-step Wizard interface.
Select the form that you wish to use for the interface, and fill in the
required fields. In case you wish, you can move the labels and
components into an Editor component. Once you have created a simple
form, you can use the properties to easily change the appearance of the
form. To this end, you

What's New in the VirtualDAC (Virtual Data Access Components)?

+ Simplest way to change everything in your data-access application in a
few clicks. + Easily add new datasets and edit/re-arrange existing ones. +
Easily create new databound controls, grids and reports. + Easily define
fields in your application and customize their layouts. + Get the most out
of the capabilities of FireMonkey, including support for newly added
elements. + Enter data and display its content in a different way than
before. + Simply and easily program your component's functionality! +
No programming knowledge required. All settings and data are saved at
design-time into a new document. You can reload data from this
document at run-time and get the same results. Features: + Can create
new fields, databinds, controls or reports, depending on the table type. +
Supports FireMonkey and ODBC and can be easily integrated into an
application for all platforms. + Easy to read and use, free
documentation. + Choose between 3 available template layouts
(including 2 predefined layouts) and place your data in them. +
Generates a project file for all the hard work, ready for usage. + Collect
and show the data from current dataset at design-time. + Supports both
reading and writing to.XML format. + Flexible component allows you to
create fields of different types. + Supports adding/editing/deleting rows
and columns to a dataset. + Many versions are available. + Works on all
three operating systems: Windows, Mac and iOS. + Runs on all desktop
applications: Delphi, C++Builder, RAD Studio, Lazarus and Free Pascal.
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+ Works with both Android and iOS applications. Editing functions: +
Allows you to easily create new fields, databinds, controls and reports,
depending on the table type. + Supports FireMonkey and ODBC and can
be easily integrated into an application for all platforms. + Easily creates
new components. + Easy to read and use, free documentation. + Choose
between 3 available template layouts (including 2 predefined layouts)
and place your data in them. + Generates a project file for all the hard
work, ready for usage. + Collect and show the data from current dataset
at design-time. + Supports reading and writing to.XML format. +
Flexible component allows you to create fields
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System Requirements:

• Windows 7/8/8.1/10 • MacOSX 10.9 and above • Nvidia or AMD
video card with at least 2 GB VRAM • Intel i5, i7 or equivalent
processor • 4GB RAM or greater • Stable Internet connection OS
Requirements: • NVIDIA® GeForce GTX™ 760, AMD Radeon™ R9
280 or greater (if you want VR support) • Intel® Core™ i3-3, i5-5 or
equivalent processor •
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